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Independent scientist Peri Coleman tests the water at St Kilda. Picture Dean Martin

Mangrove ‘dead zone’ downsized
CLARE PEDDIE

THE
mangrove
and
saltmarsh
“dead zone”
at St Kilda is
smaller than
first thought,
an
Environment
Department
report has
found.

But
independent
scientists are
critical of the
report for
failing to take
stressed
vegetation
into account,
which

conservationists have estimated at 150ha or more.

Hypersaline water leaked from evaporation ponds at a former salt mining operation and caused
the damage to the vulnerable ecosystem.

The report used new highresolution aerial imagery to revise the total area affected down from
45ha to 24ha.

This included 9ha of dead mangroves and 10ha of dead saltmarsh.

The area of impact had not increased significantly between December and July.

And images from 1997 were used to suggest much of the saltmarsh had already been degraded
for a long time. The report also said scientific monitoring showed the area has stabilised, with
reduced salinity levels.

Energy and Mining Minister Dan van Holst Pellekaan said remedial actions taken had improved
the overall health of the site.

Groundwater pressure had reduced as well as salinity levels dropping, he said.
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The report was released after independent scientists revealed their plan to take “citizen action”
to pump more of the remaining water away from the mangroves for disposal.

A gofundme.com campaign launched this week has already raised enough to cover three days
of pumping.

Peri Coleman of Delta Environmental Consulting said there was more brine in the pond than
when the Environment Protection Authority started pumping.

But Mr van Holst Pellekaan dismissed community concerns about recent rains redissolving salt
left behind after evaporation and raising the risk of further damage to mangroves.

“There is no indication at this stage that recent rain will cause any further impact to the
mangrove area,” he said.

“While monitoring of salinity trends continues, it is expected that groundwater flows will
continue to decline over time.”

The government said that more than a gigalitre of brine had been pumped from the northern salt
fields into the SA Water Bolivar outfall channel, where it is diluted with treated wastewater and
discharged into Gulf St Vincent.

Environment and Water Minister David Speirs said the government would keep monitoring the
affected area.

“The St Kilda mangroves are of national significance as a sanctuary for migratory and resident
shorebirds and the state government is committed to protecting this important habitat,” Mr
Speirs said.


